Earth Day Escape Room Answer Key
Story: Hi there, it's your new neighbor, Helpful Henry. My New Year's Resolution is to make the world a better

place! Join me as I visit different places in our community to see where we can lend a hand. My goal is to
learn what we can do to make a better world, all before dinner time!
Question#1: Recycling

See if you can help me place all the recyclable items in the blue bin (ignore the pesky flies!) to reveal the
secret word. You'll be so excited to sort it out, you'll SHOUT the answer out! (Use all CAPS) . If I get confused, I
can always refer to https://bit.ly/3wYiExx

Correct items from top (left to right): cardBoard, nEwspapEr, Soda cans; spells out BEES.
Question#2: Pollination
The bee that we see is an *odd* bee who only likes to visit certain backyard gardens. Which garden do you think he
will visit next? Answer: Garden F. (this Bee likes odd number of flowers)

Question#3: Beetiful Attitude
Why Are Recycle Bins So Optimistic? Hint: The underlined letter of each word. Answer: CAN DO

Question#4: Trash Clean Up
Every little bit *counts*! You seem to be getting the *ABCs and 123s* of helping clean up the world around you. Your
busy brain is thinking of a six-digit number, but what number is it? You look to the skies for a source of inspiration.
Answer: 142112

Question#5: Dewey Decimal System
Gaaaahhh! The numbers are smudged and it's hard to read. The books should all be near each other on the shelf,
please help me figure out where to start looking for the "recycling" books? Answer: 333.7

Question#6: Keiki Kerfluffle
You hear some grumpy words and turn to see a dad challenge a preschool-aged brother and sister "Can you find only
stories that are friendly to the Earth?" They are fighting over the answer. Possible Answers: Lorax OR Garden Day
OR Green Green Garden OR Fancy Nancy.
Question#7: Reducing CO2 Emissions
We'd better head back home. Just then my mom calls and asks if we need a ride. Thinking about a CO2 graph we saw
in a book that we read at the library, we decide...

Possible Answers: Walking our bikes home OR Biking home.

